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ADJUDICATIONS STAFF

Secretary email: SECY(Thnrc.aov
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff

January 24, 2005

RE: PRM-73-12, Petition for Rulemaking for "Upgrading the Design Basis Threat Regulations
for Protection Against Terrorist Attacks on Nuclear Reactors," (posted in the Federal Register on
November 08, 2004, Volume 69, Number 215).

Dear Secretary:

Southern Alliance for Clean Energy (SACE) is a regional not-for-profit, nonpartisan
conservation and energy consumer organization focused on energy policy, including nuclear
c6rncerns, for well over twenty years with members throughout the Southeast.
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truly upgrade this terror-prone.energy .source,, our. government has~ imp'leented plans to increase
our already target-rich enviroinfient by pursuing new nuclear reactor development.

From reports on the fate ofsecurity at our nation's nuclear power plants, such as testimony from
the Government Accountability Office (GAO) this past fall, promoting improved nuclear
security measures to protect citizens has been hindered by government bureaucracy and has been
hidden from public view under the veil of 'secrecy;'. There is no way currently for citizens,
organizations concerned about safety, or responsible policy makers to really know whether the
most aggressive measures are being taken to protect us. This has to change.. Lives are at stake.

Inthe Southeast, we have nuclear power plants that are storing their radioactive spent fuel
outdoors in dry casks that are vulnerable to terrorist attack, such as those posed by shoulder-
launched missiles, along with reactor designs that have numerous inherent, safety flaws (e.g.
boiling water, reactors in which the spent-fuel p9ol is.elevated above ground level and is
vulnerable from above; the reactor itself is located above ground level; p4d it lackls *a tradtional

.cobntairniient dpme',.iind instead has'athin shell) How.can ih b fh the.
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aro~ea from the .Broolkhayen ationa i.Laboratory.Study in; J97 fopr a closed BYR fPr an
within 0mile of the plant: population dose of 38 million rem, 15,300 latent fatalities, 140

square miles of condemned land, and a.cost of-$48,billion (NUREG/QR-,6451, April 1997).
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Continued, p. 2 (Southern Alliance for Clean Energy Upgrading DBT regulations)

The dangers to public health and the environment from a completed terrorist attack are
enormous. The NRC conceded soon after 9/11 that the design basis threat for which nuclear
power plants are constructed to be able to withstand does not include impacts from jetliners of
the type used on 9/11. Considering that nuclear power plants would be a prime target for
terrorists, the perennial tension between the industry's desire to cut costs in order to appear
economically viable and the significant expense of thorough, effective security is now all the
more salient after we have witnessed a massive terrorist attack within our nation's borders.

Enclosed is a copy of a news article that ran in a local newspaper shortly before the United States
hosted the G-8 meeting off the coast of Georgia, on Sea Island. Apparently, even as the region
was organizing one of the most massive military security efforts ever staged, a 'suspicious'
person attempted to gain access to 'sensitive areas' at nuclear Plant Hatch, which is located only
a short distance relative to where leaders of the most powerful nation's met. This is absolutely
unacceptable. Is this how the public is supposed to find out that the current DBT is not working?

The nuclear industry's inclination to take every opportunity to cut costs (in attempting to make
nuclear energy appear remotely viable, economically) should not win out over ensuring the
safety of Americans. The cost of implementing aggressive security measures should be covered
fully by the nuclear utilities, and not the ratepayers or taxpayers. Please accept all of the
recommendations within the petition to improve the DBT; failing to mandate stringent and
thorough requirements for massive safety and security upgrades would be nothing less than
reckless and irresponsible.

Sincerely,

* Cor; emc~zak fe Enector

ouemn Al nce for Clean Energy
3025 Bull Street, Suite 101
Savannah, GA 31405

Enclosure
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BRUNSWICK - Police preparing for the G-8 Summit are asking
residents to report anyone taking photographs of non-tourist attractions
in Glynn County.

The measure is a precaution against violent protesters and terrorists,
according to Sgt. Kevin Jones of the Brunswick Police Department.

"It is our goal to. protect citizens and property while respecting the rights
of protesters during this event," Jones said. "As part of our planning, law
enforcement is identifying suspicious persons taking photos of non-
tourist sites."

Jones said such sites include government buildings or utility company
facilities - structures that are not usual tourist attractions.

Residents also are urged to notify police about anyone "asking questions
about security measures of local government or industry, "Jones said.

Officials with the Georgia chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union
said such police action borders on being unconstitutional.

View all TooAutos

"Taking a photograph in a public place doesn't give police probable
cause to detain an individual. You have a right to take photographs in
public places,". said Gerry Weber, chapter legal director.

Unless a person is trespassing on private property or creating a public
disturbance, police have no legal authority to interfere or hamper with
them, Weber said.

"To the extent that protest organizations are taking photographs to
organize a peaceful protest, I think that city leaders would find that
placing any impediments in the path of a peaceful demonstration
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wouldn't be in the best interest of the community," he said.

Weber also said if police start detaining people for taking photographs
in public places, it likely would prompt a civil rights lawsuit.

President Bush and the leaders of seven other nations will meet June 8-
10 on Sea Island amid tight security to discuss global economics and
related issues.

Jones said some members of protest organizations already have been
seen taking photographs of Brunswick sites that aren't usual attractions.
Those reports have been increasing in the past month, he said.

"In Brunswick, we've had about 12 to 15 reports of suspicious people,
of which several turned out to be from protest groups," Jones said.

Glynn County Police Chief Matt Doering said county officers have
investigated reports of people described as acting suspiciously. But none
of those people have been linked to any protest group or organization,
Doering said.

Because of!security, Doering declined to release details of those
incidents.

However, Glynnipolice stopped a Swedish man on St. Simons Island
who later was arrested after FBI agents accused him of trying to gain
access to "sensitive areas" at a nuclear power plant near Baxley.

Andre Reuter, 43, has been charged with visa fraud and has been jailed
since last month, pending a deportation hearing in Atlanta, federal
authorities said.

Doering said the situation is comparable to Neighborhood Watch
programs. Residents should call police if they notice someone or
something they' think is out of the ordinary.

"Our whole purpose is this: We can't be everywhere, so we are asking if
you see any suspicious activity then give us a call and we will check it
out," Doering said. "No law prohibits us from going up and asking them
what they are doing."

teresa.stepiiin.vA-iitctkAsoin ville.cwn, (912) 264-0405
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